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Personal Brand Marketing specialist, best selling author 

and speaker, Lauren Clemett will help you get  
100% more clarity on how to position and  

market yourself and your business.  !
Lauren’s INSIGHTFUL, INTERACTIVE and FUN presentation 
reveals the potential power of becoming a proven expert in 
your specialist area...  !
Find your focus and go for it! !
Whether you are just starting out or have been working on your area of expertise 
for years, you will discover genuine methods, processes and tools that can PROPEL 
you and your business FURTHER and FASTER than you ever imagined. !
The fact is that the world of marketing has evolved into a CHAOTIC, CONFUSING 
and CRAZY place. It’s a MARKETING MINEFIELD that Lauren has 25 years proven 
experience in navigating her clients safely through to success. !
Business owners simply don’t have the TIME to think about marketing and they can 
waste plenty of MONEY doing the wrong things when really they need to find a 
way to standout from the COMPETITION. This will give them 100% more CLARITY 
and DIRECTION. !

Lauren’s Interactive presentation shares the three simple steps to 
increase your impact, influence and income as a specialist in your field. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The 3 Simple Steps To Generate 
More Income from your Expertise  

In Just 30 days…

lauren@ultimatebusinesspropellor.com   Tel: 07 5510 8466 or 04 5778 8813 
www.ultimatebusinesspropellor.com
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Use specialist TOOLS, interactive WORKSHEETS, explanatory DIAGRAMS and 
insightful ACTIVITIES Lauren has developed over the years to help you find your 
focus then go for it... propelling you to success. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Wonderful exuberance and energy, she 

encourages engagement and lively participation 

from her audience. She tailors her presentation 

to time constraints and the level of 

comprehension and curiosity of her listeners. 

And she’s a lot of fun! - Trudi Teren Photography.!!
Lauren opened up a whole new way of thinking 

for me with my the development of my new 

product. She helped me to simplify my offering.  

Tracey McLeod, International Award Winning Interior 

Decorator & Property Stylist.!

 

Great fun, huge energy, wonderful mind and 

fantastic drive. - Mark Di Somma,  Audacity group!

Lauren made me stop and refocus, taking me to 

the next level where suddenly everything around 

my brand and marketing became clear - Nolene 

Nielson, Hearing Care Professional!!
Talented, Resourceful, Intelligent and 

Driven..She has a genuine approach and is one 

of the best communicators i've met in my career, 

an absolute Marketing guru only topped by her 

friendliness and ease with which she develops a 

rapport with people. - Dean Collins, CV 

Matchmaker!!
I feel much more confident to share what kind of 
service I provide now. It was great to follow your 
Brand Slam session. -Vitor Botany, Silicon Lakes  !
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20-30 Minute Presentation !
★ Navigate The Marketing 

Minefield 
★ Lessons for Business from 

the 5 Key Questions you get 
asked before you get to 
work at one of the worlds 
most awarded advertising 
agencies 

★ How to focus and go for it 
with the right direction for 
branding and marketing you 
and your business 

★ Books & Special Offers

40-60 Minute Presentation !
★ The 3 Simple Steps: 
★ KNOW ME: Find your True North and 

communicate your expertise in a concise 
core message or elevator pitch 

★ LIKE ME: Discovering your personal 
communication style and how to use it to 
naturally attract perfect clients who will 
love working with you (and you will love 
working with them!). 

★ TRUST ME: Develop your brand personality 
to be a consistent and trustworthy expert 
by marketing yourself as a P.R.O 

★ Books, Workbooks and Special Offers


